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ABSTRACT	 The	Alpine	arc	and	surrounding	area	is	ideal	to	demonstrate	the	great	achievements	of	
satellite	GOCE	in	producing	a	transnational	-	trans-orogenic	and	homogeneous	gravity	
field. Three mountain ranges meet here, the Alps, the Dinarides, and the Appennines, 
and there being the continent-ocean transition to the Provençal and Ionian basins. 
The gravity observations of GOCE produce an unparalleled global field that allows to 
detect geological features and classify types of continental crust. We demonstrate that 
GOCE is superior to existing global fields based on terrestrial data, as is EGM08, by 
showing the regional variability of the root mean square difference between the two 
fields. The difference is governed by the quality of the terrestrial field, the satellite 
field having homogeneous error. We then investigate the gravity anomaly and Bouguer 
field of GOCE and residual fields based on a regression between topography and 
gravity. The amplitude range of the residual Bouguer field is reduced by 48%, the root 
mean square amplitude variation by 56%, demonstrating that the regression efficiently 
eliminates the isostatic field. As expected, for the gravity anomaly the reduction is 
less and amounts to 21% in amplitude range and 20% in root mean square amplitude. 
The residual fields highlight geological units, as deep sedimentary basins (Po-basin 
sediments, Alpine foreland basin), the Ivrea body and the Periadriatic intrusions, and 
the gravity high centered on the Tuscan archipelagos connecting western Corsica and 
the Tuscan mainland, to which the Larderello thermal fields also belong. The transition 
of the eastern margin of the Alpine arc towards the Pannonian basin is marked by two 
subparallel N-S striking positive anomalies separated by a negative linear anomaly, that 
reach the eastern limit of the Tauern window and southwards reach the Dinarides. The 
observation of these anomalies is new and shows the strength of GOCE in mapping the 
field homogeneously crossing geologic, orographic and national boundaries.
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1. Introduction

The satellite GOCE is the third in a row of geodetic satellites targeting the Earth gravity 
field with highest precision and resolution (Rummel et al., 2002; Floberhagen et al., 2011). The 
innovation	is	brought	by	the	continuous	observation	of	the	position	of	the	satellite	at	cm-level	
(Bock et al., 2011) and by the extremely sensitive measurement of the gradient tensor at satellite 
height (250 km). In terms of resolving power of the Moho or top basement, the extremely 
precise gradient observation at mE-level (mE = 0.001 Eötvös) (Rummel and Stummer, 2011) 
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is comparable to that of an aerogravity survey at a few mGal level (Braitenberg et al., 2010). 
The GOCE observations can be obtained either as gradient tensor observations along track or 
in terms of the spherical harmonic expansion up to degree and order N = 250. For the spherical 
harmonic expansion, an average of the observations over repeated tracks and at different levels 
has been optimally fulfilled using rigorous geodetic criteria (e.g., Migliaccio et al., 2004; Pail et 
al., 2011). We use here the third generation GOCE field of the time-wise approach (Pail et al., 
2011), which has used and averaged all available GOCE gradient tensor observations between 
launch on March 17, 2009 and November 2011. The next generation field is expected to be 
published in April 2013.

The gravity field of GOCE is global and has a spatial resolution of about 80 km at the 
equator and 57 km at mid-latitudes, corresponding to the N = 250 maximum degree and 
order spherical harmonic expansion. The previous geodetic satellite GRACE reaches only the 
maximal degree N = 120 of spherical harmonic expansion, which at the equator corresponds to 
a resolution of only 167 km. The GOCE derived field produces a quality jump, as for the first 
time it resolves geologic macro-structures, not distinguishable with GRACE. The improvement 
of GOCE is greatest over less developed and less explored areas, over mountain ranges, at 
the transition between ocean to continent, and in mapping the gravity field across different 
countries. At national borders and continent-ocean transitions systematic datum shifts in 
gravity can occur, due to changes in the reference field, reference height systems or different 
measurement techniques, leading to systematic errors in the gravity field. If we consider the 
Alpine arc, these difficulties in creating a comprehensive homogeneous field are all given, 
because several countries are involved (Austria, Croatia, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, 
Slovenia) and we must combine the observations derived from ship measurements with those 
made on land. At high elevations land measurements are scarce due to limited logistic access. 
The terrestrial data have been incorporated within the EGM08 model (Pavlis et al., 2012), 
which is complete to degree and order 2159. The degrees up to N = 70 are derived from satellite 
GRACE, the degrees between N = 70 and N = 120 combine satellite and terrestrial observations, 
with increasing weight of terrestrial data towards higher degrees, and for all degrees N>120 
only terrestrial data are used. Where data restrictions are present, the terrestrial data have been 
reduced to 15 arcmin sampling, and the higher degrees were obtained from the gravity field of 
topography. The EGM08 field is convenient to use instead of regional data which are not readily 
available for all countries due to data restrictions. Through GOCE, although of less resolution, 
we have a means to check the quality of EGM08 (see Braitenberg et al., 2011b; Alvarez et al., 
2012; Bomfim, 2012; Bomfim et al., 2013).

The comparison of two global fields available in spherical harmonics is done taking the 
difference between two grids calculated up to the same maximal degree and order. Fig. 1a 
shows the absolute difference between EGM08 and GOCE, both with maximum degree and 
order N = 250; Fig. 1b shows the histogram of the differences. The average difference is 0.0 
mGal, standard deviation is 3.8 mGal, maximum difference is 13.0 mGal. The differences are 
much smaller than those found for the Andes (Alvarez et al., 2012), and do not show a clear 
geographic pattern. The differences are too big to be only due to random errors, because both 
EGM08 and GOCE are believed to have error levels near 1.0 or a few mGal (e.g., Braitenberg 
et al., 2010). The differences are rather ascribable to systematic differences due to errors in the 
terrestrial field, or bias due to inhomogeneous sampling of the terrestrial field.
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The present study is a follow on product of all the efforts made in the frame of the GOCE 
Italy project by the Trieste University unit, responsible for geologic applications of GOCE 
observations. During the project the Trieste unit was involved in developing software with which 
spherical calculations could be made and which resulted in the software Tesseroids (Uieda et al., 
2011; http://code.google.com/p/tesseroids/) and an update of Lithoflex (www.Lithoflex.org). 
The GOCE data were essential to demonstrate that there is considerable magmatic underplating 
below the Large Igneous Province of the Paraná (Mariani, 2012; Mariani et al., 2013). The 
GOCE field was used to identify a 1200 km long submerged structure at the border between 
Chad and Sudan which could be an unrecognized suture (Braitenberg et al., 2011a; Li et al., 
2013; Liegeois et al., 2013). Further studies were carried out in the Andes (Alvarez et al., 2012) 
and in the Amazon basin (Bomfim, 2012; Bomfim et al., 2013), also showing how the GOCE 
observations could be used to check quality of terrestrial data. Here we discuss the GOCE data 
on an area centered on the Alpine arc.

We recall that gravity reflects density variations with respect to a reference Earth, which 
conveniently is a homogeneously stratified Earth model. A standard model is for example 
a two-layer crust overlying the mantle (Braitenberg et al., 2002; Ebbing et al., 2006). The 
isostatic	 model	 of	 the	 thin	 plate	 flexure	 of	 the	 lithosphere	 is	 a	 tool	 to	 reduce	 the	 gravity	
observations one step further after the topographic reduction (e.g., Braitenberg et al., 2002). 
An alternative to the flexural analysis is to consider the regression between gravity and 
topography, which experimentally finds the relation between the two quantities without the 
necessity to fix flexural parameters a priori. Since we consider only wavelengths greater 100 
km due to the resolution of 0.5° implied by the GOCE model, the higher spatial frequencies 
have already been filtered out of topography and gravity, which is equivalent to applying a 
flexural response filter with an elastic thickness near to Te = 10 km, a value adequate for the 
Alpine orogen and oceanic or stretched continental crust. We therefore use the regression 
analysis	 in	 this	 study	 to	 separate	 the	 deep	 crustal	 isostatic	 field	 from	 the	 field	 generated	
by superficial crustal density inhomogeneities. We show that regional features as the river 

Fig. 1 - The Goce gravity field used as tool to check the quality of terrestrial data: a) absolute difference between GOCE 
and EGM08 gravity anomaly; b) histogram of the difference between the two fields.
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Po sediments which reach several km thickness in the Po plain can be recognized from the 
GOCE observations and the relation to topography. Moreover the three orogens that are 
close together (Alps, Dinarides, Apennines) are seen to differ in the deep crustal structure 
just by analyzing the GOCE field and the relation to topography. The Dinarides and Alps 
have a crustal root that obeys the isostatic model, as regression between Bouguer values and 
topography is consistent, whereas the Apennines does not.

2. Geologic map of the Alpine arc

The Alpine arc extends over 1000 km in NE-SW direction and 280 km in NW-SE direction. 
Taking a square window centred on the Alps, this area includes two more mountain ranges, 
the Dinarides and the Apennines. The tectonic map (Pfiffner, 2011) is displayed in Fig. 2 and 
distinguishes the different units building the Alps. Considering the resolution of 57 km of 
GOCE we can expect to distinguish regional geologic units, sedimentary deposits, magmatic 
deposits, differences in the crustal structure of the three orogens (Carminati and Doglioni, 
2012), and differences in the crustal properties of the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic seas. Considering 
the curvature of the arcs, the Alpine arc is convex towards north, the Apennines convex towards 
east, and the Dinarides convex towards west. The direction of curvature is connected to the 
mechanism of collision (Wunderlich, 1966). The topography for the area is shown in Fig. 3, 

Fig. 2 - Tectonic map of the Alps modified after Pfiffner (2011) with general indication of the locations of the most 
evident highs and lows of the final GOCE residual anomalies for selected locations. Towns shown with abbreviations, 
long name found in Table 1.
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with resolution 0.05°, and the data have been retrieved from the ETOPO1 Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM: Amante and Eakins, 2009). Notable are the elevations of Alps being mostly 
above 1500 m up to 4000 m, and the northern Dinarides and northern Apennines being mostly 
below 1500 m. The Tyrrhenian Sea reaches depths of 2700 m in the southern part of the analysis 
window. The Adriatic Sea is less than 100 m deep in its northern part, until it deepens in a step-
like manner to levels near 200 m, and Southern South to levels of 1000 m depth.

3. The GOCE gravity field for the Alpine arc and surrounding areas

The	GOCE	gravity	field	is	calculated	from	the	spherical	harmonic	expansion	complete	up	to	
degree and order N = 250 (Pail et al., 2011), with resolution 0.5° by 0.5°, and at height 4000 m. 
This height is chosen such as to be above topography.

The topographic effect is calculated discretizing the DEM with tesseroids of density 2670 
kg/m3 over continent and density of ocean is set 1030 kg/m3, both being standard densities in 
topographic reduction (e.g., Torge, 1989). The calculation is made over the entire area, allowing 
for a 2° extended margin of topography at all four sides. The gravity anomaly (in geophysical 
literature also termed Free Air Gravity Anomaly) and the Bouguer anomaly are shown in Fig. 4.

The gravity anomaly varies between -90 and +87 mGal, with a standard deviation of 26 
mGal. The Alps, Dinarides, and Apennines have generally positive values, the basins as Po basin 
and the Alpine foreland have negative values, as also the Tyrrhenian Sea. The opposite is seen 
for the Bouguer anomalies, where the Alps and Dinarides have negative values, the Tyrrhenian 

Fig. 3 - Topography for the Alpine arc [DEM from ETOPO1: Amante and Eakins (2009)].
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Fig. 4 - Gravity fields derived from the GOCE third generation model (Pail et al., 2011): a) gravity anomaly; b) Bouguer 
gravity anomaly.
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Sea and southern Adria have positive values. The northern Adria is anomalous, as it has negative 
values, and the Apennines have both negative and positive values. The Bouguer anomaly varies 
between -186 and +180 mGal, with a standard deviation of 57 mGal (see also Table 1). These 
properties are well seen by setting the gravity values into relation with topography. Here the 
equivalent topography is used instead, as it expresses the effective load variations and is defined 

Table 1 - Abbreviations and coordinates of the towns used in the maps of the paper.

 “Town” “Longitude” “Latitude” “Symbol on map”

 “Bastia” 9.450995 42.50554 “Ba”

 “Belluno” 12.21891 45.95008 “Bl”

 “Bologna” 11.33959 44.31023 “Bo”

 “Bolzano” 11.35284 4�.30595 “Bz”

 “Ferrara” 11.�2348 44.�5392 “Fe”

 “Firenze”  11.2��� 43.5�448 “Fi”

 “Geneva” �.1450�� 4�.0112� “Gn”

 “Genova” 8.95810� 44.20�94 “Ge”

 “Graz” 15.44�95 4�.8�842 “Gr”

 “Ljubljana”  14.5083 45.8�2�8 “Lj”

 “Maribor” 15.�4588 4�.3�24� “Ma”

 “Milano” 9.18�428 45.2��3� “Mi”

 “Mostar” 1�.�999� 43.13929 “Mo”

 “München” 11.5�3�4 4�.92��9 “M”

 “Nice” �.291�91 43.501�9 “Ni”

 “Nimes” 4.343��8 43.�48�� “Nim”

 “Padova” 11.88848 45.21�03 “Pd”

 “Pisa” 10.40312 43.528�9 “Pi”

 “Rimini” 12.5��14 43.83985 “Rm”

 “Salzburg”  13.0�3� 4�.�23�5 “S”

 “Siena” 11.33229  43.12�3 “Si”

 “Split” 1�.43�5� 43.31815 “Spl”

 “Torino” �.��389� 44.892�9 “To”

 “Toulon” 5.923482 42.929�� “Tl”

 “Trento” 11.121�8 45.8�8�5 “Tn”

 “Trieste” 13.�509� 45.4�002 “Ts”

 “Venezia”  12.3333 45.24089 “Ve”

 “Verona” 10.99144 45.240�1 “Vr”

 “Vienna” 1�.38015 48.01348 “W”

 “Villach” 13.850�� 4�.41�44 “Vl”

 “Zadar” 15.23�23 43.92��9 “Za”

 “Zagreb” 15.9�84� 45.�231� “Zg”

 “Zürich” 8.545324 4�.18893 “Zu”
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as	Teq(x,y)=T(x,y)(rhoc-rhow)/rhoc, with rhoc and	rhow the crust and water density respectively, 
and	T(x,y) the topography or bathymetry. The equivalent topography multiplied by the crustal 
density gives the load variation assuming a homogeneous crustal density. Fig. 5 shows the 
scatterplots for the Gravity anomaly and Bouguer anomaly. Figs. 5a and 5b pertain to the entire 
data set, Figs. 5c and 5d to data selected on separate characteristic areas, as Alps (defined as the 
area inside the 1000 m topographic isoline), Dinarides and Apennines (defined as the area inside 
the 500 m topographic isoline), the Tyrrhenian Sea and the Adriatic Sea (both starting from the 
coastline). Gravity anomaly is seen to increase with topography, Bouguer anomaly is decreasing 
with topography. For low topography (e.g., -100 to 250 m), no general rule can be found, and 
an ample range of positive and negative values are found. The correlation is better if the areas 
are distinguished according to the orogenic ranges (Figs. 5c and 5d). Especially for the Bouguer 
values, in the Tyrrhenian Sea, Alps and Dinarides, the regression lines are relatively well 
defined, whereas for Apennines and Adria no good relation between gravity and topography 
is found. The statistical parameters and the regression coefficients are reported in Table 2 and 
3. The coefficients give the relation FA(x,y)=bFA · Teq(x,y) + aFA or	BG(x,y)=bBG · Teq(x,y) + aBG, 

Fig. 5 - Regression analysis between gravity and equivalent topography: a) gravity anomaly entire area; b) Bouguer 
anomaly entire area; c) gravity anomaly divided by different areas; d) Bouguer anomaly divided by different areas. The 
areas are defined in the text. Regression coefficients listed in Table 3.
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with FA(x,y) and	BG(x,y) the gravity anomaly and Bouguer anomaly, and Teq(x,y) the equivalent 
topography. The coefficients bFA, bBG, tell	us	the	expected	variation	in	the	gravity	signal	for	1	m	
of topography, the coefficient aFA, aBG, the expected signal for zero topography.

For the continental area at zero topography the Bouguer value is -8±2 mGal, the gravity 
anomaly 5±2 mGal, for oceanic area (Tyrrhenian) the Bouguer value is 30±3 mGal, the gravity 
anomaly value is 25±2 mGal. This is indicative of a densified oceanic or stretched continental 
crust; the Bouguer gravity variation for 1 m of topography for ocean is -0.07±0.003 mGal/m, 
for continental areas -0.05±0.002 mGal/m. The gravity anomaly variation is about one third 
to one half, equal to 0.02±0.002 mGal/m for oceans and 0.03±0.002 mGal/m for continent. 
The	 effect	 on	 the	 gravity	 anomaly	 is	 smaller	 because	 the	 superficial	 gravity	 effect	 is	 partly	
compensated by crustal thickness variations, whereas for the Bouguer gravity only the crustal 
thickness effect contributes to the signal. We now calculate the residuals between the predicted 
fields using the regression analysis and the observed fields, which result in the statistics given in 
Table 2. The regression analysis reduces the overall amplitude range in the Bouguer anomalies 
by 47%, in the gravity anomalies by 20%. The root mean square is reduced by 56% in the 
Bouguer values, by 19% in the gravity anomaly values. The numbers demonstrate that the linear 
relation to topography allows to explain near to half of the Bouguer signal, which is generated 
at lower crustal levels through isostatic crustal thickness or density variations. The residual 
field, uncorrelated to topography, is the field generated by crustal density inhomogeneities 
that represent the geologic units. The efficiency of the regression analysis to separate the field 
generated from isostatic variations from the signal due to geology is illustrated in Fig. 6 in terms 
of the histogram of the Bouguer field. The residual field is centered around zero and has greatly 
reduced amplitudes with respect to the Bouguer field. It is more symmetric, due to the more 
accidental distribution of the smaller scale geologic density inhomogeneities with respect to the 
large scale isostatic variations.

The Bouguer residual anomaly is shown in Fig. 7 for the scope of analyzing it in terms of 
the geology. The map of the residual gravity anomaly is analogous but less informative as the 

Table 2 - Statistical parameters of the gravity fields. The table gives minimum and maximal extremes, the root mean 
square, the mean for Bouguer and gravity anomaly, and the results for the respective residual fields of the regression 
analysis. Moreover for the residual fields the reduction in amplitude range and root mean square are reported.

  Bouguer Bouguer residual Gravity anomaly Gravity anomaly 
     residual

 Min (mGal) -18� -94 -90 -9�

 Max (mGal) 180 98 8� 45

 Root Mean Square 
 (mGal) 5� 25 2� 21

 Mean (mGal) -24 0 1� -0.8

 Percentual 
 reduction 
 amplitude range  4�%  20%

 Percentual 
 reduction Root 
 Mean Square  5�%  19%
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Fig. 6 - Histograms of the residuals of: a) gravity anomaly and b) Bouguer anomalies applying the regression parameters. 
The regression was made separately for the oceanic area of Tyrrhenian Sea and the remainder area.

regression is less reliable and the reduction in the root mean square amplitude is small (see 
Table 2) and is not discussed further.

The Bouguer residual shows many signals that can be associated to the geology. The 
gravity highs H1, H2, H3, H4 coincide with the occurrence of intrusive complexes of felsic 
to intermediate composition and geothermal fields as Larderello (H4). H1 coincides with 
the Permian (granites of Brixen and Athesian porphyric platform) and Triassic (complex 
Preddazzo - Monzoni) magmatism. H2 with the Cenozoic magmatism (Paleocene - Oligocene) 
of Adamello intrusive complex, Berici hills, Lessini mountains and Euganei hills. H3 coincides 
with the magmatic suites associated to the westernmost limit of the Insubric fault and comprise 
ultramafic (peridotites), mafic (gabbros) and felsic (granites) rocks all Paleozoic in age. H4 
is located on the Tuscan comagmatic province and extends southwards towards the Roman 
comagmatic province (H5). These events are relatively recent (Miocene to recent). The	
N-S-elongated high H6 is not far from the pluton of Pohorje, a prevalently felsic-intermediate 
intrusion of Miocene age (Fodor et al., 2008), also if the N-S directionality is different. In the 
same area, eclogites have been also found (Vrabec et al., 2012). Considering the probable origin 
of the wide positive anomalies at H1-H2 and H4, we find that the important amount of felsic 
outcrops cannot alone explain the signal, being among the low-density magmatic rocks. Rather 
we expect the positive gravimetric anomalies to be related to the partial melting of crustal 
components	 due	 to	 the	 intrusion	 of	 an	 important	 amount	 of	 basic	 magmas	 in	 underplating	 or	
due to mantle upwelling. It seems that south of the Periadriatic fault system the densities are 
systematically higher than to the north of it, where a larger amount of minima is found.

The pronounced negative anomaly L1 and L2 overlaps the north Apennine mountains and 
the Po basin, extending into the Adriatic. This anomaly follows the external front of the northern 
Apennines, which is covered by the sediments of the Po basin (Carminati et al., 2003). This 
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Fig. 7 - Bouguer residual map after regression analysis. The regression was made separately for the oceanic area of 
Tyrrhenian Sea and the remainder area. Towns marked by small circle and short code. Extended name found in Table 1. 
Brown line: Periadriatic lineament. Blue closed area: Tauern tectonic window. Violet line: southern margin of northern 
calcareous Alps. Anomalies marked: gravimetric highs or lows marked as numbered H and L are discussed in the text.

anomaly extends into the Adriatic Sea, as also this submerged front, offshore Rimini. Therefore 
the sediment package of the Po basin only partly contributes to this negative signal which must 
be due also to the lighter crustal material of the overthrusting sequences of the upper Apennine. 
Moreover, this area represents the foredeep located on the hinge of the subduction zone, which 
is worldwide a location of negative gravity anomaly. We find that the N-S striking high H6 
connects to a further high (H7) farther south, and is parallel to a N-S oriented smaller high 
farther west (H8), separated by a N-S striking low (L3). The high H8 could be connected to the 
vulcanites of Rifreddo (Ladinian). The observation of two parallel N-S striking gravity highs is 
new to us. They are evidence of the presence of structures with N-S directionalities limiting the 
Pannonian basin to the west, and extending to the eastern margin of the Tauern window. The H2 
presumably is associated to high density crustal units aligned N-S. Candidates for high density 
units are either magmatic rocks or metamorphic rocks tied to a compressive geologic event. A 
major discontinuity was proposed across the European - Pannonian boundary as part of a triple 
junction between three plates, the Adria, the Pannonian and the European plates by Brückl 
(2011). The transition from the Adria to the Pannonian plate at the southern extreme of our 
anomaly was seen in seismic experiments (Brückl et al., 2007; Šumanovac et al., 2009).
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Table 3 - The table shows the results of the regression analysis between Bouguer and gravity anomaly and the equivalent 
topography, respectively. The linear regression parameters b (slope) and a (intercept) are given with their standard 
errors.

    Regression Free Air   Regression Bouguer anomaly

	 Area	 b	(mGal/m)	 a	(mGal)	 errb	(mGal/m)	 erra	(mGal)	 b	(mGal/m)	 a	(mGal)	 errb	(mGal/m)	 erra	(mGal)

 Tyrrhenian 0.021 25. 0.002 1.9 -0.0�4 30.3 0.003 2.8

 Adria -0.0021 -9.� 0.021 3.8 -0.08� -8.3 0.021 4.0

 Apennines -0.00�2 22.3 0.020 13.0 -0.0�� 0.2 0.022 14.2

 Alps 0.0183 18.8 0.003 5.3 -0.039 -40.9 0.005 �.9

 Dinarides 0.0001 25.1 0.009 8.0 -0.030 -20.3 0.011 9.�

 EntireArea 0.0201 8.2 0.001 1.1 -0.0�9 3.2 0.002 1.5 

 Entire_wout_ 
 Adria/Tyrrh 0.0253 4.� 0.002 1.5 -0.055 -�.8 0.002 1.9

4. Discussion and conclusions

The	 goal	 of	 this	 study	 is	 to	 demonstrate	 that	 the	 gravity	 field	 derived	 from	 the	 satellite	
GOCE has sufficient resolution and precision to detect greater geologic structures. This we 
show in an area that is centred on the Alpine arc, but due to the peculiar setting of the arc 
includes also oceanic or extended continental crust (Tyrrhenian Sea) and the northern extremes 
of two further orogens, the Dinarides and the Apennines. The area comprises also sedimentary 
basins, as the Po basin, and the Molasse basins to the north of the Alps. The area therefore 
includes different crustal segments, as young orogens, young sedimentary basins, and oceanic or 
stretched	continental	crust	and	therefore	can	be	used	as	a	good	example	that	is	representative	for	
a worldwide extension of the conclusions that are drawn here.

The analysis has used two types of input data, the gravity derived from the GOCE global 
gravity model and the topography, also derived from a global DEM. The topography is used 
to reduce the observations from two “obvious” gravity sources: the topography and the mass 
variations in accordance with isostasy responding to topography. In essence, if we apply these 
obvious corrections, we are left with a signal that is generated by mass variations that are of 
interpretative interest, as they are due to the geology and the processes that generate density 
variations. The regression analysis efficiently separates the regional field from the local field, 
and with respect to an isostatic flexural study has the advantage to be parameter independent. By 
eliminating the field correlated with topography, the observed Bouguer field is reduced by about 
50% in amplitude and in the root mean square variations. The residual field highlights local 
variations that partly are generated beyond doubt by superficial density variations, as sediments 
and magmatic rocks. One problem may arouse through the regression analysis, which is related 
to the frequency content of the topography. The gravity anomaly is defined as the deviation of 
the observed Bouguer values from the predicted values through the topography. It may thus 
happen that an anomaly is produced when the topography contains short wavelength signals 
that are no longer contained in the gravity field, because it is bandlimited. An example are the 
anomalies H6 and H7 that have small E-W-extension and are at the limit of resolution of GOCE. 
The verification of the anomaly can be done through a dedicated gravity campaign with higher 
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resolution. In practice the analysis we propose helps to target the areas where the acquisition of 
new data is expected to be most effective in terms of geological results.

The strongest negative residual field is found in correspondence of the Po basin. This means 
that entering a completely new area, we would be able to distinguish the outline of a deep 
sedimentary basin and guide subsequent geophysical investigations. Two major positive residual 
anomalies are found at the two strong bends of the peri-Adriatic lineament, identified as the 
Ivrea body and with the Permian, Triassic and Cenozoic magmatism extending to Verona. Partly 
these are due to superficial density anomalies, that are outcropping, but probably reflect also 
deeper densified crust due to the residuals of the melting processes. Also if the magmatism is of 
different ages, the deep intrusions or underplating sum up to the entire gravity signal seen today. 
This	is	a	further	demonstration	that	the	GOCE	field	can	be	alone	used	as	a	geophysical	global	
tool that is essential in mapping geological units and inferring their outline, also below possible 
superficial coverage. The validity of the residual signals is beyond any doubt, because the 
amplitudes are well above the noise signal of the GOCE observations. Due to the fact that the 
precision of the GOCE field is homogeneous and does not vary locally, every single anomaly 
is valid and can be the basis for interpretation. A missing correspondence to the geologic map 
is only ascribable to concealed density variations, and cannot be put away with argumentations 
setting the data validity into question. A sequence of N-S linear anomalies alternating positive 
and	 negative	 values	 is	 found	 at	 the	 transition	 from	 the	 eastern	Alps	 and	 the	 Pannonian	 basin	
that only partly follows the general lineations identified on the geologic map. These anomalies 
are orthogonal to the strike of the Alps and could reflect the surface expression of a major 
discontinuity separating European lithosphere from Pannonian lithosphere.
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